
Canadian Culinary Championships
Inside the

FiNAlE DiShES in the 
14th Canadian Culinary 
Championships.
PHOTOS, ALL FROM LEFT, 
TOP ROw: Chef Barry 
Mooney; Chef Keith 
pears; Chef Kyle 
puddester; Chef 
Marc-andré jetté. 
MIDDLE ROw: Chef Darren 
Craddock; Chef Emily 
Butcher; Chef ian 
Carswell; Chef Roger 
Ma. BOTTOM ROw: Chef jp 
Dublado; Chef Matt 
pennel; Chef jenny 
Kang; Chef Kai Koroll.
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 by ANNE DESBRISAY



IN CELEBRATION of its 14th year the 
Canadian Culinary Championships 
moved homes. For most of the life of 
this prestigious event, the ‘CCC’ has 
been a western Canadian cooking 
competition and fundraiser. For the 
last nine of those years, it was hosted, 
happily, in British Columbia’s beautiful 
Okanagan Valley, in the city of Kelowna. 
But Kelowna is an awfully long way to 
travel for chefs from the Maritimes 
and for any eastern Canadian keen to 
cheer them on. And so, for 2020, the 
CCC moved east, to Ottawa, where 
it has found a natural nest. natural, 
not only for the city’s more central 
location on the giant Canadian map, 
but also because having the national 
championships in the nation’s Capital 
makes very good sense. 

I admit some bias. As the Ottawa judge (one of a 13-strong 
panel of over-eaters) I am partial to this town. I know well its 
inspired food scene, its collegial chefs’ community, engaged 
dining out citizens, and first class culinary schools. Having 
apprentice cooks be part of the national championships is a 
marvellous boon for both the competitors and students, and 
both Le Cordon Bleu Ottawa Culinary Arts Program and 
Algonquin College’s Chefs School brought their sharpest 
games to support these champion chefs.

Despite the big move, the format of the competition 
remained much the same. The twelve chefs (victors, all, in 
their respective regional competitions) were put through their 
paces over three days with three contests: the Mystery Wine 
Pairing event, the Black Box, and the ‘Grande Finale’ (which 
has the chefs recreating the dish that won them gold medals 
in their own city.) The Mystery Wine competition has the extra 
trial of being a ‘frugal chef’s’ competition. In addition to being 
handed a label-less bottle of wine with blank cork and being 
tasked with creating a dish that would match it splendidly, the 
chefs are given a wad of cash with which to buy provisions for 
said dish. The math worked out to about a $1.50 per plate. 
Their resourcefulness with that paltry sum astounded me, and 
this year’s roster of Mystery Wine dishes was, in the 14 years 
I’ve had the honour of adjudicating this event, the most 
impressive yet. 

Chef Keith pears

Chef Kai Koroll

Chef jenny Kang

Chef ian Carswell

Chef Emily Butcher

Chef Darren Craddock

Chef Barry Mooney

PHOTOS THIS PAGE: Black box 
ingredients and dishes.

Chef Kyle puddester

Chef Marc-andré jetté

Chef Matt pennel

Chef Roger Ma

Chef jp Dublado
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A brief few hours of beauty rest and the chefs were hauled out of bed and onto a bus, 
headed for the kitchens of Algonquin College, where they encounter, one by one, the 
black box. As they lift the lid and meet the mystery (all-Canadian-sourced) ingredients, 
they have precisely ten minutes to declare their plan with those provisions and a further 
50 minutes to execute and plate the dish. 

So what did the chefs find in this year’s box? A kilo of elk (or wapiti, the cut, eye of the 
round), donated by the Elk Ranch (a local farm on the western edges of Ottawa); a 
handful of pickled fiddleheads (foraged by Forbes Wild Foods of Toronto); BC haskap 
berries (picked in the late spring, frozen and thawed); a bouquet of local black kale; two 
kilos of parsley root; a bag of organic rolled oats from Quebec; and a small jar of dried 
and powdered phytoplankton from Sackville, New Brunswick. Chefs that could think 
outside the box, as it were, and come up with more inventive uses for these ingredients 
were awarded for their creativity. 

A merry crowd of 650 showed up to eat, drink, bid on auction items in benefit of the 
trio of charities supported by the Canadian Culinary Championships, and cheer on the 
chefs as they faced their final contest. This was the Saturday night Grande Finale, as it’s 
called, where the guests and judges are treated to the gold medal winning plates of the 
dozen regional competitors along with the Canadian wines (and in one case, beer) these 
chefs chose to pair with them. 

This year’s crop of chefs had exceptional culinary gifts and brought an infectious 
enthusiasm for the regional cuisine of the places they call home. We saw it over and over 
again: that keen desire to put their province (ocean, prairie, forest, plain), their passion 
and their heritage on the plate. From the tasting of wild Newfoundland partridge that St 
John’s chef Kyle Puddester plated, to Winnipeg chef Emily Butcher’s delicious ode to the 
humble turnip (“Inspired by our harsh Manitoba winters!” she explained), to the BC 
coastal terroir (the ocean on a plate — including foraged bull kelp, honey mussels, manila 
clams and a sea urchin custard) of Vancouver chef Roger Ma’s winning dish. 

When the marks from each competition were tabled, the results were clear: the 
podium belonged to chef Emily Butcher of Winnipeg restaurant deer + almond who took 
the bronze medal, Marc-André Jetté of Montreal’s Hoogan & Beaufort with the silver, and 
Roger Ma of Boulevard Kitchen and Oyster Bar in Vancouver is the new Canadian 
Culinary Champion. 

Congratulations to all the competing chefs, to the organizers of the CCC and also to 
my city, which put on a very fine party, the first of many more. 

Chef Keith pears

Chef Kai Koroll

Chef jenny KangChef ian Carswell

Chef Emily ButcherChef Darren CraddockChef Barry Mooney

PHOTOS THIS PAGE: 
Mystery wine 
competition dishes. Chef Kyle puddester

Chef Marc-andré jetté

Chef Matt pennel

Chef Roger Ma

Chef jp Dublado

VANCOuVEr 
roger Ma 
Boulevard Kitchen and oyster Bar

WINNIpEG
emily Butcher 
deer + almond

KELOWNA
Kai Koroll
BLocK one restaurant

CALGArY 
Jenny M.Kang
Shokunin 

EDMONTON 
Jp dublado
river cree resort and casino             

SASKATOON 
darren Craddock
the village Bistro 

TOrONTO
Keith pears
w toronto                                 

OTTAWA/GATINEAu
Ian Carswell  
Black tartan Kitchen

MONTrEAL 
Marc-andré Jetté
hoogan et Beaufort

MONCTON
Matt pennell
Legends restaurant

HALIfAx
Barry Mooney
Fresh twenty one

NEWfOuNDLAND
Kyle puddester
Fork
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ANNE DESBrISAY is an award-winning Canadian food writer, restaurant 
critic, editor and culinary judge. 
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